BE an

IMPACT ARTIST

TM

ABOUT JADE
Jade Zaroff is an Impact Artist: being

OUR PROGRAM
Please find the current offering of our
program on PG 2.
Since 2016, "Entertainment for Change has
successfully developed online/in-person classes,
masterclasses, and workshops for students. EFC
launched the first full Impact Artist Program at
French Woods Festival of the Performing Arts in the
Summer of 2021.
EFC is projected to launch an an "at-home"
learning experience for young people to learn how
to be Impact Artists via a hybrid of content and an
interactive journal; ultimately setting a higher
standard for the arts/entertainment industry as a
whole by educating and empowering youth to be
more compassionate as well as advocate for the
SDGs.

"Art is not a mirror held up to
reality but a hammer with
which to shape it."
Bertolt Brecht

contact@entertainmentforchange.com
EntertainmentforChange.com
@entertainmentforchange

a purpose-driven and award-winning
actress, singer, EmCee and host.
She's combined her true love for the
arts with her passion for the United
Nations SDGs. Jade's vision for
Entertainment for Change is to be the
leading platform for producing and
co-creating content, experiences,
and programming that empowers
youth to be Impact Artists too.

BASE PRICE: $3000 (Includes first 10 students)
AGE: High School
Every additional student:
$300/per student for 9 weeks at 1 class/per week
$550 per student for 9 weeks at 2 classes/per week

For young people to
make art and connect,
now more than ever, is
so important. Plus EFC
makes "changing the
world" FUN.

Impact Artist
Program
Jade will create a custom experience on how
to BE an Impact Artist, while offering advice
about overcoming obstacles, embracing
individuality, empowerment techniques,
inclusion, kindness, creative expression,

Fostering creativity &
empowering young
change makers

knowing more about the
SDGs and provide a

firmer platform to stand
on in order to make a
change in the world.

OPTION 1: 1 hour per week for 9 weeks with showcase
OPTION 2: 2 hours per week for 9 weeks with showcase
TWO AGE GROUP OFFERINGS: (2 Classes per week on the
same day run consecutively for 2 age groups)
OPTION 3: 1 hour per week for 9 weeks with showcase +
two age group offerings (2 hours in total)
OPTION 4: 2 hours per week for 9 weeks with showcase +
two age group offerings (4 hours in total)

surrounding yourself with positive influences,
problem solving, and other important subjects
that resonate with kids during a time when so
many young people need hope and strength.

+ Travel compensation TBD based on location for estimated
travel time + expense for transit
+ OPTIONAL:

BEING an Impact Artist's
purpose is to leave kids

ONE AGE GROUP OFFERING:

Outsourcing Materials/Guests will be a separate charge

Each kid will also receive:
“I AM an Impact Artist” Certificates for
every kid
High quality footage of the process +
the showcase for the kids and parents
Eco Friendly Impact Artist T-shirts for
each kid involved

depending on how many guests / what materials are
needed.
We could also do the showcase at an off-broadway
theater which would be a separate rental fee, where you
can invite the entire Step Up Community, or we could do
it at a facility that you already have access to. Whatever
you think is best/within your budget.

Join the movement
Educate the SDGs
Empower youth
Create a new generation of Impact Artists™
with
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